Poodle Grooming Guide

All Styles

Sanitary Prep 10

Pads 15 to 1/4" Wide Toe, 10, 30

Keep Skin Taut When Clipping

Poodle Grooming Guide

Puppy Style

Face, Tail Base, Throat 10, 15, 30

Body 3¾, 3¾ FC to ¾" HT, Combs

Top of Neck, Legs, Topknot, Tail Scissor

Feet 1/4" Wide Toe, 10, 15, 30

Bichon Style

Face, Feet, Topknot Scissor

Back of Neck, Legs, Tail Combs or Scissor

Body, Throat 3¾, 3¾ FC to ¾" HT, Combs

Sporting Style

Face, Throat, Cheeks, Base of Tail 10, 15, 30

Body Pattern 7, 7FC to ¼" HT, Combs

Legs, Topknot, Tail Combs or Scissor

Feet 1/4" Wide Toe, 15

German Style

Face, Feet, Topknot Scissor

Back of Neck, Legs Combs or Scissor

Body, Throat 3¾, 3¾ FC to ¾" HT, Combs

Ears, Tail 10 to 7FC

Miami Style

Face, Tail Base, Throat 10, 15

Body, Neck, Top 2/3 of Leg 7, 7FC to 4, 4FC

Leg Pom Poms Level with Hocks, Topknot, Tail Scissor

Feet 1/4" Wide Toe, 10, 15, 30

Terrier Style

Face to Flews, Throat, Cheeks 10, 15, 30

Feet, Legs, Ear Edges, Topknot, Moustache Scissor

Body, Tail, Back of Neck 7, 7FC to ¾" HT, Combs

Ear Leather 7, 7FC to 4, 4FC

Poodlington Style

Cheeks to the Eye & Mouth 10, 15, 30

Corners, Entire Under Jaw, Ear Tops, Entire Underside of Tail, 2/3 of Tail End

Forehead, Shoulders 5, 7, 7FC

Body Sides 4, 4FC to 5, 5FC

Feet, Muzzle, Bridge of Nose, Topknot, Legs Combs or Scissor

Reach, Top 1/3 of Tail 3¾, 3¾ FC to ¾" HT

Universal Comb Sets

8-Piece Stainless-Steel Comb Set, Item #24625
8-Piece Large Comb Set, Item #12990
9-Piece Small Comb Set, Item #12860
**UltraEdge®**
Exclusive hardening process keeps blades sharper for a longer time. Special chrome finish inhibits corrosion.

**CeramicEdge®**
Advanced formula ceramic cutter stays up to 75% cooler than steel and provides increased durability for a long-lasting edge.

---

**Premium Pet Grooming Tools**

**Large Pin Brush**

Large pins help remove tangles, dirt, and loose hair comfortably. Stimulates hair and skin follicles for a healthy coat.

**2-Sided Brush**

Coarse brush with large pins loosen dense, matted fur and removes tangles. Fine bristles give a shiny, silky finish coat.

**Large Firm Slicker Brush**

Fine wire bristles tackle tangles and matting that other brushes can't.

**7-1/2” Steel Comb**

Stainless-steel teeth eliminate tangles, dirt and loose hair. Ideal for cats and dogs of all sizes.

**Deshedding Tool**

Specially designed blades reduce shedding up to 90%. Safely removes undercoat and loose hair with ease.

**Fine-Tooth Deshedding Rake**

Specially designed blades reduce shedding up to 90%. Safely removes undercoat and loose hair with ease. Recommended for shedding dogs.

**Flea Comb**

65275

Rounded teeth offer comfort for your animal. Perfect for removing fleas, loose hair, dirt and mats.

**Nail Clipper**

Large - 80580

Ergonomic soft grip and nail stop, provides control to safely cut nails. Heavy-duty, stainless-steel blades.

---

**Essential Pet Grooming Tools**

**Pin Brush**

65725 - LARGE

65715 - MEDIUM

Removes tangles, dirt and loose hair. Stimulates hair and skin follicles.

**Firm Slicker Brush**

65710 - LARGE

65705 - MEDIUM

Eliminates tangles and matting while removing dead hair from undercoat and topcoat.

**Self-Cleaning Slicker Brush**

40160

Self-cleaning button removes hair from brush. It's fast and easy!

**Steel Comb**

65725 - 7½” / 65730 - 7-1/2”

Removes tangles, dirt and loose hair. Ideal for cats and all sizes of dogs.

**Nail Clipper**

65700

Heavy-duty, stainless-steel blades. Safety stop helps prevent overcutting.

**Deshedding Rake**

65760

Reduces shedding up to 90% while maintaining a damage-free topcoat.

---

**Flea Comb**

66060

Ideal for removing fleas, tangles, loose hair and dirt from long coats.

**Dematting Tool**

66055

Removes mats, tangles and knots for healthier skin and coat.

**Dematting Rake**

66050

Specially designed serrated blades tackle stubborn mats and tangles.

**Flexible Rake Comb**

65735

Removes dead hair and eliminates tangles. "Teeth rotate 360° to reduce pulling hair while combing.

---

**Blade Sizes**

Available separately, Andis' UltraEdge and CeramicEdge blades will fit on the Andis’ model AG, AG2, AGC®, AGC2.2, AGP, AGR, AGRC, AGRV, DBLC, MBG, SMC clippers and Oster® A5 clippers.

---

**Andis Blade Technology**